3J8       BEGINNINGS OF JAPANESE HISTORY
Regent. To this great man, known to history by his
posthumous title Shotoku—Sage Virtue—Japan looks as
the Father of her civilization. He is the true founder of
Japanese Buddhism, and the patron of'those rich arts and
crafts which have made her a land of artificial as well as of
natural beauty.
If she is Greek in her hills and bays, her mountains and
woods, she is Greek also in her love of beauty, and in her
genius in choosing and adapting what she has needed from
the mainland peoples. Her spirit is at once strong and
delicate, the influence perhaps of Malay and Korean blood
respectively, and at the heart of her culture are the ideals
of purification, of physical cleanness and ritual rightness,
and of the importance of fertility and virility.
This blend of the aesthetic and the procreative is per-
haps the key to the understanding of the Japanese. Utili-
tarian in all things, they have seldom ignored the claims
of beauty. And if Japan has never risen to the clarity and
balance of Greece she has shown real genius in selection
and simplification.
In marked contrast to the primitive conditions of fifth-
century Japan are the advanced cultures of Wei and Sui
China and of the Three Kingdoms of Korea, and there was
much to adopt and adapt.
We need only mention such paintings as those of Ku
K'ai-chih and the philosophy, poetry, and sculpture of Han
and Wei to remind ourselves how much China had to
teach her neighbours. There was, too, the whole classical
culture of Chou and of Buddhism.
These had civilized Korea, whose tomb-paintings, vivid
and harmonious in colour and graceful in design, are fol-
lowed by great bronze bells of intricate workmanship, and
by such masterpieces of sculpture as those of the cloistered
cave of Sokulan—strong and rugged Lohan, gracious
Bodhisattvas; and the bronze figure of Miroku or
Maitreya in the Museum of Seoul. Archaic in its sim-
plicity it reveals mastery of technique and spiritual genius.
Architecture too had reached a great height—palaces

